CARPET YARN TUBES

Sonoco Alcore® carpet yarn tubes are built
around decades of industry experience. Our
development initiatives and close relationships
with manufacturers allow us to provide reliable
cost effective tubes to numerous yarn producers
across Europe. We deliver tubes that offer
consistent performance and improve winding,
string-up, and doffing efficiency - all of which
improves your overall productivity. Allow Sonoco
Alcore® to provide you with yarn tubes tailored
to your needs in terms of composition, length,
inside and outside diameter, as well as specific
groove and notch configurations.
A focus on consistent quality through our
automated manufacturing processes helps us
deliver tubes that meet the precise specifications
of each individual customer. With plants
strategically placed throughout Europe we offer
just-in-time delivery services to further meet the
needs of our customers. For applications
requiring reusable carriers we also have the
capability of providing increased strength tubes
designed to meet your needs. We also supply
tubes for carpet roll-up, allowing you to purchase
all your carrier products from one source. This
simplifies your purchasing, inventory
management and logistics process.

BENEFITS IN BRIEF
• Yarn tubes tailored to your specifications
and end-use applications
• Custom notching facilitates winding and
string-up efficiency for automated equipment
• Broad range of colour identification available
• Performance tubes suitable for use with
all types of winding equipment
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CARPET CORES

Sonoco Alcore® offers high performance textile carriers that
provide uniform start-ups, exceptional durability, stability, and
product protection.
If you are using high speed applications, Sonoco Alcore® can
use its Wide Ply technology to help determine the optimum
combination of flat crush and beam strength for your
operations. This technology provides you with a core designed
to resist shipping and handling damage and prevent core
breakages. Each core can be tailored to meet your needs in
terms of inside diameter, wall thickness, and length. Full customer service is provided as we can
provide start up features that ensure smooth and efficient wrapping of your product.
Take advantage of our ability to decrease your costs by providing just-in-time delivery practices, thus
eliminating unnecessary carrier inventory. To further optimize inventory management and lower costs,
use our value-adding supply chain management services. This allows you to focus on sales, marketing
and manufacturing, while we optimize your operations.

BENEFITS IN BRIEF
• Cores which are produced on
state-of-the-art equipment to
allow maximum winding efficiency,
durability and stability
• A large variety of cores available
in different inside diameters, wall
thicknesses and lengths
• Cores that provide maximum
beam strength while using the
minimum amount of paper
• Industry-leading Wide Ply
technology designed for high
speed winding equipment
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